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America’s ability to out-innovate competitors is the dominant 
component of any U.S. strategy for technology leadership. 
Promoting research, entrepreneurship, and talent development 
remain the key ingredients of success. However, as the margin 
of U.S. technological advantage narrows and foreign efforts to 
acquire American know-how and technology increase, the United 
States must also reexamine how it can protect ideas, hardware, 
companies, and its values.   

The United States confronts sustained threats from state-directed technology transfer and 
theft targeting artificial intelligence (AI) and other cutting-edge, dual-use technologies 
and basic research. China poses the most significant challenge. The Chinese Communist 
Party (CCP) has embarked on a multi-pronged campaign of licit and illicit technology 
transfer to become a “science and technology superpower” by 2050.1 The campaign 
deliberately targets U.S. critical sectors, companies, and research institutions.2 China’s 
theft of U.S. technology—be it through circumventing export controls, commercial deals 
with U.S. companies to access intellectual property (IP), or espionage—costs the United 
States $300 billion to $600 billion per year.3 And that only captures immediate losses, not 
the ongoing damage to the U.S. economy over time. China simultaneously exploits open 
research environments through cyber-enabled intrusion, talent recruitment programs, and 
manipulated research partnerships.4 In effect, China is using American taxpayers’ dollars 
to fund its military and economic modernization. 

““China’s theft of U.S. 
technology—be it through 
circumventing export controls, 
commercial deals with U.S. 
companies to access intellectual 
property, or espionage—costs 
the United States $300-$600 
billion per year.”
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Russia also poses a significant illicit technology transfer threat, particularly as it relates 
to technologies with defense applications. Although the Russian government’s efforts to 
steal U.S. technology and IP do not operate at the same scale of comparable CCP efforts, 
Russia nonetheless is an aggressive and capable collector of technologies. It is likely 
to pose continued technology transfer threats over the coming decade, utilizing existing 
commercial and academic entities, as well as traditional and cyber espionage.5

Protect.

Modernizing Export Controls and Investment Screening.

How the United States designs policies to limit the movement of commercial goods or 
capital in the interests of national security will be one of the defining challenges of the next 
decade, as dual-use commercial technologies become increasingly important to national 
security. Export controls can and should be utilized not only to prevent the transfer of 
particularly sensitive equipment to strategic competitors, but also to slow competitors’ 
efforts to develop indigenous industries in sensitive technologies with defense applications. 
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If executed properly, export controls that slow competitors can sustain existing U.S. 
defense advantages over long periods of time. For instance, U.S. export controls on jet 
engine technology have stymied Chinese government-led efforts to produce a modern jet 
engine domestically for use in military aircraft for nearly 30 years.6

““How the United States designs 
policies to limit the movement of 
commercial goods or capital in 
the interests of national security 
will be one of the defining 
challenges of the next decade ...”
However, as currently designed and utilized, U.S. export controls and investment screening 
procedures are imperfect instruments for the AI competition. As a policy matter, investment 
screening and export controls were designed for a different era, when the distinction 
between civil and military technologies was clearer and there was little overlap between 
the economies of the United States and its competitors. Both conditions have changed. 
AI is dual-use and the emerging technology economies of the United States and China 
are deeply interconnected, which makes it extremely difficult to design controls that are 
feasible, maximize strategic impact, and minimize economic costs. While these tradeoffs 
are not new, they are becoming more extreme, as the dual-use nature of AI means many 
of its individual components most critical to national security are also commonplace in the 
commercial sector. 

Meanwhile, U.S. regulatory capacity has not kept pace with technical developments, 
as the Departments of Commerce, Treasury, and State all lack sufficient technical and 
analytical capacity to effectively design and efficiently enforce technology protection 
policies on dual-use emerging technologies. Congress has taken some important steps 
in recent years to adapt technology protection regimes to challenges posed by emerging 
technologies, most notably the Export Control Reform Act of 2018 (ECRA) and the Foreign 
Investment Risk Review Modernization Act of 2018 (FIRRMA).7 However, more than two 
years after their passage, implementation of key aspects of both laws remains unfinished, 
hindering enforcement and confounding the affected industries.8
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These conditions present policymakers with a difficult choice between under-protection, 
which will give competitors unacceptable levels of access to sensitive technologies, 
and over-protection, which has the potential to stifle innovation and harm overall U.S. 
competitiveness. Effective controls must target choke points that impose significant 
trickle-down strategic costs on competitors but minimal economic costs on U.S. industry. 
But such choke points are increasingly elusive. 

Clearly state overarching principles to guide future U.S. dual-use technology protection 
policies. The United States must take a smarter and more predictable approach to applying 
technology protection policies to AI. The government should state that future technology 
protection policies will be guided by four overarching principles:

• U.S. technology controls must not supplant investment and innovation. 

• U.S. strategies to promote and protect U.S. technology leadership must be integrated.

• The United States must be judicious in applying export controls to AI-related 
technologies, targeting discrete choke points and coordinating policies with allies.

• The United States must broaden investment screening on AI-related technologies. 

““The United States must 
be judicious in applying 
export controls to AI-related 
technologies, targeting discrete 
chokepoints and coordinating 
policies with allies.”
On a technical level, AI poses particular challenges to control regimes given its dual-
use, widespread, and largely open-source nature. Moreover, it builds on a host of 
other technologies. Given the ubiquitous nature of AI, export controls on AI algorithms 
carry substantial risk—improperly defined controls could inadvertently restrict the 
export of significant numbers of commercial products and cause substantial harm 
to the U.S. technology industry. While some AI algorithms are clearly candidates for 
export controls, such as those meant for use in battlefield applications, such software 
is largely already controlled under the Commerce Control List.9 Data is also a potential 

Recommendation
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target for controls—especially sensitive bulk data—but effective data controls face similar 
challenges to AI algorithms.10 Looking across the AI stack, the hardware component of the 
AI stack contains the most viable targets for traditional export controls. 

Build regulatory capacity and fully implement ECRA and FIRRMA. The United States must 
also take steps to improve its capacity to design and implement effective technology 
protection policies. In the near term, the Departments of Commerce, Treasury, and State 
must ensure they have sufficient quantities of technically proficient personnel focused 
on technology protection policies and better utilize external advisory boards staffed with 
technical experts in designing policies. The Department of Commerce must also finalize 
its initial list of “emerging” and “foundational” technologies that must be controlled, as 
mandated by ECRA more than two years ago, and work to comprehensively adapt U.S. 
export control lists to address modern technology-focused security challenges.11 Doing 
so is a critical step to implementing both ECRA and FIRRMA. Finally, departments 
and agencies should consider efforts to expedite and automate export licensing and 
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) filing proceedings, which 
could improve the effectiveness and reduce the economic costs of these regimes.12

Require investors from U.S. competitors to disclose transactions in a broader set of 
sensitive technologies to CFIUS. The United States must amend CFIUS’ authorities and 
procedures to enable it to better address modern challenges associated with sensitive, 
dual-use technologies. Specifically, it must enhance its ability to monitor investments from 
competitors in critical U.S. technology industries to prevent theft of IP and ensure that 
the United States retains control of sensitive technologies. U.S. competitors are investing 
heavily in U.S. AI firms. From 2010 to 2017, China-based investors poured more than 
$1.3 billion into U.S. AI startups, and AI remains among the top technology areas for 
venture capital investment in the United States by China-based firms.13 However, the U.S. 
government has limited insight into these transactions. CFIUS is responsible for screening 
foreign investments for national security risks, but it only requires firms to disclose 
investments when the U.S. firm produces an export-controlled good—which very few AI 
firms do.14 Therefore, many firms based in the U.S. competitor countries that invest in U.S. 
AI companies have no obligation to report their investments to CFIUS. While CFIUS has 
broad authority to unwind such transactions, it currently has no visibility before they are 
consummated—creating a significant technology transfer risk. 

CFIUS should increase disclosure requirements for investments in sensitive technologies 
by firms from China and Russia. Congress should mandate that all investments originating 
from “countries of special concern,” to include China and Russia, in national security–
relevant applications of AI and other “sensitive technologies” as defined by CFIUS, must 
be disclosed to allow CFIUS the opportunity to review them prior to the completion of the 
transaction. This list of sensitive technologies should be distinct and broader than the list of 
“emerging” and “foundational” technologies required under ECRA and include industries 
key to U.S. national security that face persistent threats from adversarial capital, specifically 

Recommendation

Recommendation
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national security–relevant applications of AI, semiconductors, telecommunications 
equipment, quantum computing, and biotechnology, as well as other sectors identified in 
Made in China 2025. De-linking investment screening from export controls acknowledges 
that these two tools can and should be applied in different ways, permitting more expansive 
investment screening while maintaining targeted export controls focused on choke points. 
Limiting the scope of the mandatory filing requirements for this broader set of technologies 
to firms only from select U.S. competitors would prevent over-regulation and preserve 
the free flow of capital, increase insight into China’s and Russia’s investments in critical 
technologies, deter state-sponsored IP theft, and preserve U.S. leadership in AI for national 
security purposes.15

““CFIUS should increase 
disclosure requirements 
for investments in sensitive 
technologies for firms from  
China and Russia.”

Utilize targeted export controls on key semiconductor manufacturing equipment (SME). 
Where possible, the United States should use export controls to prevent competitors 
from obtaining AI capabilities that would grant them strategic or military advantages. 
The primary U.S. export control target to constrain competitors’ AI capabilities should be 
sophisticated SME necessary to manufacture high-end chips. SME is a critical choke point 
and an attractive target for export controls for the following reasons: 

• Advanced AI is increasingly dependent on high-end computing capabilities16;

• China relies on international firms for its supply of high-end semiconductors; and 

• SME manufacturing is specialized and dominated by the United States and its allies.

Recommendation
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China is the only U.S. competitor attempting to cultivate a domestic, cutting-edge 
microelectronics fabrication industry capable of producing advanced chips at scale. 
Slowing the growth of China’s high-end semiconductor manufacturing ability would set 
back its attempts to build a cutting-edge microelectronics industry capable of fabricating 
chips most useful for advanced applications of AI for defense. Coupled with the efforts 
to promote U.S. semiconductor leadership outlined in Chapter 13 of this report, this will 
further the Commission’s proposed U.S. policy goal of remaining two generations ahead 
of China in cutting-edge microelectronics design and fabrication. However, controls on 
general-purpose semiconductors are unlikely to be effective given the larger number of 
countries capable of producing such chips. If implemented unilaterally, such controls 
could harm the U.S. semiconductor industry.

Align the export control policies of the United States, the Netherlands, and Japan regarding 
SME. The sophisticated photolithography tools needed to produce chips at the 16nm 
node and below, particularly extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and argon fluoride (ArF) immersion 
lithography tools, are the most complex and expensive type of SME. These tools are even 
more specialized than SME writ large, and the United States, the Netherlands, and Japan 
control the entire market.17 The Departments of State and Commerce should work with 
the governments of the Netherlands and Japan to align the export licensing processes 
of all three countries regarding high-end SME, particularly EUV and ArF immersion 
lithography equipment, toward a policy of presumptive denial of licenses for exports of 
such equipment to China. This would slow China’s efforts to domestically produce 7nm or 
5nm chips at scale and constrain China’s semiconductor production capability of chips 
at any node at or below 16nm—which the Commission assesses to be most useful for 
advanced AI applications—by limiting the capability of Chinese firms to repair or replace 
existing equipment.18

““The primary U.S. export control 
target to constrain competitors’ 
AI capabilities should be 
sophisticated semiconductor 
manufacturing equipment (SME) 
necessary to manufacture high-
end chips.”

Recommendation
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Utilize targeted end-use export controls and reporting requirements to prevent use of high-
end U.S. AI chips in human rights violations. The United States must take steps to prevent 
and deter U.S. firms from wittingly or unwittingly enabling uses of AI that violate human 
rights. List-based controls are ill-suited for this task given the commercial nature of most 
AI equipment, as the vast majority of its uses are legitimate. However, end-use and end-
user export controls could be more effective. Although end-use controls are unlikely to 
prevent the transfer of strategic technologies to U.S. competitors determined to obtain 
them, they could prevent or deter U.S. firms from allowing certain key pieces of equipment, 
particularly high-end chips, to be utilized in malicious AI applications. Reporting revealing 
that U.S.-made chips are powering a supercomputer in Xinjiang, China, used for mass 
surveillance of Uyghur populations and that firms in China have filed patents for facial 
recognition specifically targeting Uyghurs illustrates the need to more closely monitor how 
high-end U.S. enabling hardware is utilized.19

““The United States must take 
steps to prevent and deter 
U.S. firms from wittingly or 
unwittingly enabling uses of AI 
which violate human rights.”

The Department of Commerce should prohibit the export of specific, high-performing AI 
chips for use in mass-surveillance applications, compel U.S. firms that export such chips 
to certify that the buyer will not utilize them to facilitate human rights abuses, and require 
that firms submit quarterly reports to Commerce listing all such chip sales to China. This 
would not constitute a licensing requirement that would introduce uncertainty and cause 
delays, but rather a self-certification and semi-regular report from industry. Such an action 
would demonstrate the U.S. commitment to ethical and responsible uses of AI, promote 
ethical behavior among U.S. firms, and make it harder for bad actors to utilize advanced 
U.S. chips for nefarious purposes.20

Recommendation
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Strengthening Research Protection. 

The U.S. research enterprise should be protected as a national asset. China’s campaign to 
exploit U.S.-based research violates the research community’s core principles of integrity, 
openness, accountability, and fairness.21 U.S. response measures to counter the actions of 
China’s government are nascent.22 There is a need for more technically versed intelligence 
collection and analysis on threats to the science and technology sector and a need to 
disseminate that information more broadly.23 Government agencies, law enforcement, and 
research institutions need ready access to tools and resources to conduct nuanced risk 
assessment and build transparency around specific threats and tactics. The government 
and research institutions share responsibility for protecting core values and countering 
malicious activities. Responses should be coordinated with like-minded allies and partners 
to reinforce norms around openness of fundamental research, research integrity, and 
protection of IP.

Strengthening the integrity of the research process will support the foundations of open 
research. However, if not approached thoughtfully, U.S. policy actions to counter technology 
transfer could harm U.S. competitiveness and global scientific progress. Countering the 
CCP’s actions does not require severing most ties between research communities in China 
and the United States. The United States benefits from collaboration by staying connected 
with cutting-edge work in China and welcoming their PhD-level top talent24 that comes to 
study at U.S. universities and remains in the United States at rates of 85% to 90% after 
graduating.25

Build capacity to protect the integrity of the U.S. research environment. Congress should start 
by passing the Academic Research Protection Act (ARPA) and establishing a government-
sponsored center of excellence on research security.26 The ARPA legislation would create 
a dedicated National Commission on Research Protection, improve dissemination of 
open-source intelligence relating to foreign threats, and facilitate the sharing of studies 
and practices between government and research organizations.

““China’s campaign to exploit 
U.S.-based research violates 
the research community’s core 
principles of integrity, openness, 
accountability, and fairness.”

Recommendation
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““The United States should strive 
to build a coalition committed 
to this principle and to research 
integrity, sidelining those who 
do not abide by the values that 
underpin innovation and global 
science cooperation.” 

Coordinate research protection efforts internationally with allies and partners. China’s 
efforts to acquire foreign technology extend far beyond the United States.27 The Office of 
Science and Technology Policy, the Department of State, and the Department of Justice 
should coordinate with allies and partners to further information-sharing on detrimental 
academic collaboration with entities affiliated with China’s People’s Liberation Army 
(PLA) and develop multilateral responses to mitigate the harm from these actions. Such 
diplomacy should seek to reinforce global norms around commitment to open fundamental 
research, as formalized in the United States in National Security Decision Directive 189.28 
The United States should strive to build a coalition committed to this principle and to 
research integrity, sidelining those who do not abide by the values that underpin innovation 
and global science cooperation. 

Bolster cybersecurity support for research institutions. Protection of research data and 
IP from cyber-enabled theft is perhaps the most important measure and the most 
easily achieved layer of security. This is particularly salient for AI, when theft of training 
data or trained models essentially provides access to a final product. Federal grant-
making agencies should ease the ability of research institutions to maintain a baseline 
level of cybersecurity by issuing clear guidance, establishing incentives, and sharing 
state-of-the-art best practices and resources. 

Agencies such as the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and FBI should 
increase support to information-sharing constructs and provide timely and actionable 
alerts on cyber threats and intrusions.29 In addition, the government should broker 
commercial cloud credits for universities to support secure data storage for research 
groups and laboratories conducting research known to be of high interest to foreign 
adversaries. 

Recommendation

Recommendation
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Counter foreign talent recruitment programs. China’s national plan for AI development 
directs use of foreign talent recruitment programs as a means to create a “high ground” 
for China’s AI experts.30 These problematic programs have received increasing attention 
in recent years. Rather than offering legitimate competition for scientific talent through 
attractive job offers, many are constructed in a manner that contradicts U.S. norms of 
research integrity, violates rules around disclosure, and creates vectors for technology 
transfer.31

The programs often employ a model of “part-time” recruitment, in which participants retain 
positions in the United States while accepting an affiliation with an institution in China.32 
This often involves signing contracts that create conflicts through requirements to attribute 
patents to an institution in China, even if the research was conducted with U.S. funding. 
Participants often train other talent recruitment program members and replicate U.S.-
funded work at an institution in China. 

We commend recent action by Congress to limit the detrimental impact of these programs 
by mandating standardized disclosure requirements for federally funded research that 
will require comprehensive disclosure of conflicts of interest, conflicts of commitment, 
and all outside and foreign support.33 This should be strengthened by a standardization 
and unification of grant application and documentation processes in machine-readable 
formats. Together, these measures would enable effective oversight, automated fraud 

““Disclosure and grant 
standardization should be 
complemented with mandated 
and resourced compliance 
operations at each research 
funding agency—creating a 
layer of accountability to enforce 
disclosure policies and deter  
bad actors.”

Recommendation
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detection, and data sharing across the federal research funding agencies. Disclosure and 
grant standardization should be complemented with mandated and resourced compliance 
operations at each research funding agency—creating a layer of accountability to enforce 
disclosure policies and deter bad actors. 

Strengthen visa vetting to limit problematic research collaborations. Some U.S. universities 
and researchers are unknowingly entering into collaborative research arrangements with 
researchers from universities in China with close ties to the PLA and conducting research 
that directly contributes to China’s military and security capabilities.34 China’s military-
civilian fusion strategy and pursuit of technological leadership has been supported by a 
push from PLA-affiliated research institutions to send personnel abroad. Visiting scholars 
or students have been found to downplay ties to the military or deliberately obscure 
affiliation by using alternate names for their home institutions.35

The United States should guard against the entrance of researchers with problematic 
affiliations through implementation of a special review process for visa applications from 
advanced-degree students and researchers with ties to research institutions affiliated with 
foreign military and intelligence organizations of designated countries of concern.36 This 
should be accompanied by adequate resources to enable heightened review and paired 
with penalties that ban entry to visa applicants found to have intentionally not disclosed or 
improperly disclosed their military and intelligence affiliations.

Recommendation
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